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Optimizing Your Payments 
Nvoicepay Essentials

Typical AP Team Challenges
Whether you make payments manually or with a bank solution, your back office needs to meet deadlines, 
drive efficiency, and reduce the margin for error everywhere you can. That’s only the beginning. See how 
many of these challenges ring true for your AP team.

Complex, inefficient payment process
Manual process inefficiency costs you money and 
time. Full days spent printing, signing, and mailing 
checks; managing vendor data; and doing manual 
reconciliations shouldn’t be a cost of doing business.

Bottom line: Manual payments aren’t sustainable 
for growth. You can get the power to do up to 
100% of your payment runs in just a few clicks 
using one simple, automated workflow.

Time-consuming vendor 
enablement and support
It’s an ongoing task to set up vendors to accept 
electronic payments. It means spending hours reaching 
out to all your suppliers (current and new), selling 
them on the benefits, then collecting information like 
acceptable payment methods, remittance contact, 
and banking information. That’s on top of continuing 
to field all their payment issue calls and emails.

Bottom line: Vendor enablement and support 
are both necessary — and tedious. You can get 
the power to offload those tasks for good.

Constant, changing payment fraud risk
Criminals who target your payments need to be 
lucky just once — your AP and security teams need 
to be vigilant always. Tactics like BEC, fake calls, and 
physical theft shift and evolve to circumvent your 
defenses. Payment fraud threats are inevitable, so 
your team needs complete visibility into your payment 

process — which doesn’t always seem possible. Ultimately, 
if you get hit by payment fraud, you’re on the hook.

Bottom line: the risk of payment fraud is always present —  
but you can get the power to outsource your liability to 
qualified payments.

Disruptive new solution deployments
If you find a payment solution that’s compatible with 
your ERP, you then want to implement and go live ASAP 
without depleting valuable IT resources. Unfortunately, 
it’s not unusual for payment software deployments to 
be un-supported, quarters-long technology projects 
that divert your team from its long-term goals.

Bottom line: Software implementation can disrupt your 
operations, and take up time and resources. You can get 
the power to implement a new solution within 90 days.

Burdensome vendor payment 
data management
Maintaining your vendor data takes time — and mistakes 
are costly. Whether you make hundreds or thousands 
of payments per run, AP teams need to spend hours 
entering and updating correct payment methods, 
remittance addresses, and all the rest. Data errors can 
result in duplicate, lost, and late payments — and when 
fraudsters attack your data, the costs can cripple. Banks 
and other solutions can offer only limited support.

Bottom line: Vendor data needs to be managed — but 
you don’t have to do it. You can get the power to 
spend AP team time on more strategic tasks.
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What Your Optimized Payments Could Look Like
When you use Nvoicepay Essentials automated payments to streamline your process, you can save 
time and reduce costs — plus you earn rebates when you move your spend to credit cards. Here are the 
benefits you’ll find.

Welcome to a cost-efficient, 
time-saving payment process

Nvoicepay Essentials unifies your check and card payments 
to your domestic vendors into one single workflow. No more 
extraneous check fees, approval-chasing, or hours-long 
payment runs. You deliver us a timely payment file and 
funds, and we deliver timely payments to your suppliers.

Your vendor data is now 
managed for you

With Nvoicepay Essentials, we leverage our secured 
network of over 850,000 suppliers to match your current 
vendors, add new ones, and update all their pertinent 
payment information when it changes. No more time 
spent entering and correcting data, and no more worries 
about errors or exceptions. You’re off the hook.

Your suppliers get enabled 
and fully supported

With every payment you make, Nvoicepay vendor teams 
continue our ongoing supplier enablement campaigns 
for card payments, saving you costs and time, with the 
goal of increasing your net rebates. We focus on both 
your ROI and your supplier experience, with fully staffed 

teams ready to resolve payment issues on your behalf.

You’ve outsourced your 
likelihood of fraud

Our investments in security, training, compliance and 
infrastructure reinforce our dedication to fraud prevention. 
Nvoicepay processes your payments and protects your 
data with security requirements that exceed SOC 1 
and SOC2 compliance. We help ensure timely payment 
delivery, defend against data breaches, and protect 
you from many of the risks around payment fraud.

You deployed your solution 
in weeks, not quarters

Typically, our implementation teams can set up Nvoicepay 
Essentials across a system in 90 days. But we’ve 
managed to enable some customers to make their first 
electronic payments in less than 8 weeks, with minimal 
IT resources needed. Although we can’t fully guarantee 
a timeline, we are there for every implementation 
question and issue you have as our customer.
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